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Abstract: A magic square is an n n×  matrix of the integers from the 1  to 2n  such that the sum 

of every row, column, and diagonals is constant depending upon the the size of the matrix. The 

sum equals to 
2 1
2

nS n+=  and called the magic number. The magic square, which is known 

as the recreation game for a long time, can be applicable to different branch of science and 

technology. In this study, we compared the abiyev balanced square with other perfect magic 

squares in the literature. Because, abiyev balanced square is written by a perfect  algorithm in 

which static mass moment vectors according to the concentric frames are invariant with respect 

to the symmetric interchanges of numbers.  This invariant property of abiyev balanced square 

allows to facilitate applications in cryptology, physics, mathematics, and genetics. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In this work, assigned numbers in the cells according to the algorithm described below 

and elsewhere [1] assume as the masses and concentric frames represent the mass system. 

The nature of the distribution  of masses in the concentric frames is investigated and presented 

here. Certainly, different vectorial values can be assigned in the cells to obtain measurable 

relationships, such as electric field, magnetic field, etc. 

Let us take the origin of the radius-vector i i ir m r=  at the center of the magic square, 

and assume that the members of the magic square are mass point and located at the center of 

their respective cells. The calculation shows that for all magic square (except Franklin’s magic 

squares) is equal to zero. That is: 
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Here, we present that the center of mass system of the magic square and its geometric center 

coincide. Because of this reason, the magic square named as the balanced square. 

 In this study, we are not going to focus on how different published magic squares were 

constructed. However, we present the comparisons of the other perfect squares with the abiyev 

balanced squares in order to delineate the basic properties of abiyev balanced squares. The 

importance of these properties which allow different applications will also be discussed [2].  

 

2 Balanced Abiyev’s Square 
 

 The abiyev balanced square algorithm that was founded in 1996 [3] enables to create 

balanced square in any desired numbers which could be rational, irrational, and complex 

numbers, etc [4]. 

The main idea of the algorithm is as: four arithmetical sequences are named as 

, , ,α β γ and δ with  arithmetical constants 1, , 1,n+ + − and ,n−  respectively. The cells of 

constituent of each sequences were painted orange (set α ), red (set β ), blue (set γ ), and 

violet (set δ ). The numbers in the cells of concentric frames were assignedby means of closed 

graphs [5,6] The balanced abiyev’s square can be created in a given order by visiting the 

http://www1.gantep.edu.tr/~abiyev web site [7]. The balanced square created by this algorithm 

according to transcendent numbers π  and e  shown in Table 1. Here the magic number equals 

to 19 . In Table 1, the perfect distribution of irrational numbers is shown. Thus, the relationship 

between the transcendent numbers and irrational numbers can be established.   

The properties of balanced squares were investigated previously [8]. These properties 

confirm that abiyev balanced squares are distinct comperatively from the other published 

perfect magic squares [8].  

One of the properties which is absent in other magic squares presently is the 

distribution of static mass vectors of concentric frames. The mass vectors are invariant in 

respect to the symmetric interchanges of numbers. In balanced squares, the coloring of cells of 

numbers according to a determined algorithm allow to facilitate the comparison of different 

squares created by others as shown in Tables 3-6. 

  

3. Comparison of Squares 
 

In this study, we compared the Franklin’s square [9], the Tien Tao Kuo’s square [10], 

the Kwon Yong Shin’s square [11], the Tamori’s square [12], and the magic square created by 

MATLAB [13]. The comparison of the static mass moments on each concentric frames of magic 

squares [9-12] with balanced abiyev’s square of 16th order is shown in Table 2. In Table 2 the 

perfect abiyev balanced square is distinct from other published magic squares. Except the 

Franklin’s square all others including abiyev balanced square have the sum of A(x) and A(y) 
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values are equal to zero (Table 2). That is, the mass centers and the geometric centers are 

congruent to each other in these magic squares (Table 2). As shown in Table 2, abiyev 

balanced square A(y) component will be 18 in 18th order, 20 in the 20th order etc [1], however, 

A(x) and A(y) components of vector A  are needed to be calculated for each order for other 

published magic squares (Table 2). 

   The striking difference between abiyev balanced squares and the other published magic 

squares can be realized by the  visual and numerical comparisons, respectively (Tables 3-

6,7and 8). The symmetrical perfect color distribution of integers in 18th order of natural square 

is given in Table 6 and the symmetrical color distribution of abiyev balanced odd and even order 

and MATLAB perfect magic squares are given comperatively in Tables 3-5. The symmetry of 

color distribution of 16th, 17th and 18th order show the perfect order of abiyev’s balanced 

square compared to MATLAB (Tables 3-6). The numerical values of vector A  components of 

MATLAB and abiyev balanced squares are given in tables 7 and 8. Even and odd order number 

distribution of MATLAB magic squares does not have the order displayed in the abiyev 

balanced squares (Tables 7 and 8). The components of the static mass moment of the odd 

orders as shown in table 8, the abiyev’s balanced square versus to MATLAB has the multipliers 

which sum up to the given odd orders. The multipliers of ( )A x  and  ( )A y  are calculated 

according to formula which is given below for abiyev’s balanced odd order square does not hold 

true for MATLAB (Table 8). For example, the multipliers for  ( )A x  and  ( )A y are 8 and 9 for 

17th order and 9 and 10 for 19th order, respectively in abiyev balanced odd order square (Table 

8). Such relationship can not be ascertained for MATLAB (Table 8).       
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⎡ ⎤− −− − ⎢ ⎥= ⋅ = − + − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
+= ⋅   

where n-the order of square, k-the order  concentric frames. The odd order balanced square 

concentric frames studies have been reported previously [14]. Also, the formation of vector 

i im r A=∑  in arbitrary odd or even order balanced squares were elaborated in details earlier 

[3]. 

 This perfect algorithm of balanced squares is also named as Abiyev’s theorem. All 

balanced squares written by this algorithm have same properties for a given order. The invariant 

property of vector A  in a balanced square offers many applications in diverse fields.  
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4. Conclusion 
We have presented the invariant properties of abiyev balanced square and the existence of 

these properties were investigated in other published perfect magic squares. Finally, the magic 

squares brought into the applications in science by the abiyev balanced squares.  
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Table 1. Abiyev’s balanced square of 6th order of irrational and transcendental numbers. The first term associated with the transcendental numbers is 
named as 0a , the constants of the arithmetical sequences are termed as b and c, and the magic number is shown as S.  
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16th Order 

 Franklin Tien Tao Kuo Kwon Yong Shin Tamori Abiyev 

K  A(x) A(y) A(x) A(y) A(x) A(y) A(x) A(y) A(x) A(y) 

2 1 8x16 15 0 1 - 1x16 - 1 16 - 1 16 

4 3 - 40x16 - 19 0 19 - 19x16 1 - 16 0 0 

6 5 104x16 - 71 0 85 - 85x16 - 35 35x16 1 - 16 

8 7 - 200x16 75 0 231 - 231x16 35 - 35x16 0 0 

10 - 41 248x16 195 0 - 327 327x16 - 165 165x16 1 - 16 

12 37 - 216x16 - 207 0 - 245 245x16 165 - 165x16 - 1 16 

14 - 61 152x16 - 331 0 - 51 51x16 - 455 455x16 1 - 16 

16 49 - 88x16 343 0 287 - 287x16 455 - 455x16 - 1 16 

  0          - 32x16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Table2. The comparison of the static mass moments of the concentric frames of Franklin square [9], the Tien Tao Kuo’s square [10], the Kwon Yong 
Shin’s square [11], the Tamori’s square [12] with the abiyev balanced square of 16th order. The A(x) and A(y) are the components of the vector A . The 
last row shows the sum of the A(x) and A(y). K represents the order of frame. 
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Table 3. The comparison of the visual distribution of the numbers of abiyev’s balanced square (left) and MATLAB’s magic square (right) of 16th order. 
The color distribution of the integers in the cells are the same for both abiyev balanced square and the MATLAB magic square. The perfect symmetry of 
color distribution of integers in abiyev balanced square is noticable. 
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Table 4.  The comparison of the visual distribution of the integers of abiyev’s balanced square (left) and MATLAB’s magic square (right) of 17th order. 
The color distribution of the integers in the cells are the same for both abiyev balanced square and the MATLAB magic square. The perfect symmetry of 
color distribution of integers in odd order of abiyev balanced square is distinct from the MATLAB magic square. 
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Table 5.  The comparison of the visual distribution of the integers of abiyev’s balanced square (left) and MATLAB’s magic square (right) of 18th order. 
The color distribution of the integers in the cells are the same for both abiyev balanced square and the MATLAB magic square. The perfect symmetry of 
color distribution of integers in even and odd order of abiyev balanced square is conspicuous from the MATLAB magic square.
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Table 6. 18th order natural square. The symmetrical distribution of colors is based on the color 
assignment rule explained above. The color harmony in this natural square supports the 
perfectness of the abiyev balanced square algorithm.   
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  MATLAB ABİYEV  MATLAB ABİYEV 

K A(x) A(y) A(x) A(y) K A(x) A(y) A(x) A(y) 

2 - 1 16 - 1 16 2 2 - 91 - 1 18 

4 1 - 16 0 0 4 155 - 730 0 0 

6 - 33 528 1 - 16 6 368 - 1939 - 1 18 

8 33 - 528 0 0 8 - 231 - 2724 1 - 18 
10 - 97 1552 1 - 16 10 - 588 - 2154 - 1 18 

12 97 - 1552 - 1 16 12 - 99 1530 1 - 18 
14 - 193 3088 1 - 16 14 1192 - 362 - 1 18 

16 193 - 3088 - 1 16 16 127 2659 1 - 18 
 0 0 0 0 18 - 926 3811 1 - 18 
      0 0 0 0 

 
Table 7. The comparison of 16th and 18th order static mass components of vector A according 
to concentric frames in MATLAB and abiyev’s balanced squares. The last row is the sum of the 
mass components. The irregularities of MATLAB are evident compared to abiyev balanced 
square.  
 

  MATLAB ABİYEV 

K A(x) A(y) A(x) A(y) 

3 6 252 8x28= 224 9x28= 252 

5 - 636 590 8x92= 736 9x92= 828 

7 - 1078 1236 8x160= 1280 9x160= 1440 

9 - 1288 1630 8x200= 1600 9x200= 1800 

11 - 1506 1348 8x180= 1440 9x180= 1620 

13 - 816 544 8x68= 544 9x68= 612 

15 1154 - 1206 8x(-168)= - 1344 9x(-168)= - 1512 

17 4164 - 4394 8x(-560)= - 4480 9x(-560)= - 5040 

 0 0 0 0 
 
 
Table 8.  The 17th odd order mass components of vector A in MATLAB’s and abiyev’s 
balanced square. The irregulation is also exist for odd order magic squares of MATLAB. The 
last row shows the sum of the mass components. 
 


